SMARTMAPPING

THE INTELLIGENCE TOOL THAT’S ALWAYS WITH YOU

EVERYTHING YOU EXPECT FROM A MAPPING APPLICATION — AND MUCH MORE. SEE YOUR LOCATION, FIND AN ADDRESS, AND INTERACT WITH NEARBY FIRST RESPONDERS.

DETAILS

When a call quickly unfolds, keeping track of the big picture can give you the edge you need to be more effective in incident organization or team member safety.

That’s where SmartMapping can help. It’s everything you expect from a mapping tool - and much more. Of course you can see your location or find an address. But you can also enhance your effectiveness with other information overlays. Switch between street map, terrain, and satellite views for details of your surroundings. See the position of other personnel or vehicles arriving on scene - even locate a first responder in distress. When you need to contact a first responder, simply locate their icon on the map and then just tap to send an alert or voice call.

Built on the same platform as CommandCentral Aware, SmartMapping organizes information as layers, so you can see as much or as little as you need. That also allows us to add new capabilities easily in the future. We’re already exploring further enhancements. Imagine integration with your CAD system, with a layer that shows incidents and their assigned responders. Or integration with your custom maps for advanced preplanning at specific addresses. Even integration with your records system, with another layer that shows the crime history in your area.

From simple location to detailed situational awareness, SmartMapping is your essential intelligence tool.

BENEFITS

- **Stay On Track**: Get precise location information on a modern map interface — right on your radio.
- **Stay In Touch**: View the location of other first responders at a glance. See their status. Tap to communicate.
- **Stay Up-To-Date**: SmartMapping will evolve. Get ready for custom map integration, CAD integration, voice activation and much more.

COMPATIBLE PRODUCTS

APX NEXT® and APX NEXT XE.

OTHER PRODUCTS AND INFRASTRUCTURE

- Tracked APX NEXT family radios require SmartLocate.
- Tracked APX radios require IMW and Cloud Connector.

SECURITY

Location data is encrypted end-to-end.

DELIVERY

SmartMapping is purchased as an application service and is charged per radio per month.
Access from the home screen

Search for units or locations

View your location and address

See other unit locations

Explore with aerial imagery

Tap to communicate with team members

For more information, please visit
www.motorolasolutions.com/smartmapping
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